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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed the big success deep reinforcement learning achieved in the domain 
of card and board games, such as Go, chess and Texas Hold’em poker. However, Dou Di Zhu, a traditional 
Chinese card game, is still a challenging task for deep reinforcement learning methods due to the enormous 
action space and the sparse and delayed reward of each action from the environment. Basic reinforcement 
learning algorithms are more effective in the simple environments which have small action spaces and valu-
able and concrete reward functions, and unfortunately, are shown not be able to deal with Dou Di Zhu sat-
isfactorily. This work introduces an approach named Two-steps Q-Network based on DQN to playing Dou 
Di Zhu, which compresses the huge action space through dividing it into two parts according to the rules of 
Dou Di Zhu and fills in the sparse rewards using inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) through abstracting the 
reward function from experts’ demonstrations. It is illustrated by the experiments that two-steps Q-network 
gains great advancements compared with DQN used in Dou Di Zhu.
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1    Introduction

Games, in which agents can only receive partial observation from the environment, are defined as imperfect in-
formation games and the rest are recognized as perfect information games. For example, Go is a typical perfect 
information game while Texas Poker and Dou Di Zhu are imperfect information games. In recent years, artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques have emerged in multitude in popular games and achieved satisfactory performance. 
AlphaGo [1] is the first AI agent that defeated the world’s top GO player [2] by self-play without human knowl-
edge and the following researches including AlphaGo Zero [3], AlphaZero [4] and MuZero [5] have gained 
superhuman performance in the game of GO as well. Libratus [6], DeepStack [7] and AlphaHoldem [8] have 
proved to be great success in Texas Hold’em Poker. According to these, reinforcement learning (RL) [9] may be 
a powerful solution for gaming [10].
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Fig. 1. The process of reinforcement learning
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Dou Di Zhu could be modeled into a Markov decision process (MDP), as shown in Fig. 1, thus RL has be-
come one of the widely used AI algorithms in Dou Di Zhu. In an MDP, an agent interacts with the environment, 
in specific, at moment , the agent comes to state , takes action , and receives a reward  from the environment and 
iterates till arriving the final state. When it comes to introducing RL with deep learning methods (DRL) into Dou 
Di Zhu, we are confronted with several challenges. The first one is the enormous and complicated action space. 
There are 54 cards in Dou Di Zhu which can be combined with each other according to the rules and the number 
of legal combinations of cards (i.e., legal actions) reaches 27,472 consequently. RL algorithm (e.g., DQN [11]) 
are problematic in very large action space due to overestimating issue [12], because approximating the maximum 
action value is difficult to control when using function approximation [13]  and get more difficult with the in-
creasement of  the action space. To reduce the number of possible actions, Combinational Q-learning (CQL) [14] 
decouples the actions into two parts: decomposition selection and final selection of actions. However, decompo-
sition of cards is extremely slow. Similarly, DeltaDou [15] pre-trains a kicker network based on heuristic rules to 
compress the action space. The second challenge is the sparse reward. In Dou Di Zhu, the information related to 
the reward provided by the environment is the final result of one round game, consequently, the reward an agent 
receives at each step is always zero and thus sparse. RL is a machine learning method with a reward mechanism 
[16], and as we know, sparse and delayed reward will make it hard to train the RL agent, slow down the training 
process and do harm to the performance of the Q-network. Against this, DouZero [17] enhances the traditional 
monte-carlo (MC) methods with deep neural network (DNN) to make effective use of the final results of games, 
but meanwhile it introduces another problem, that is, it needs an enormous number of integrated trajectories.

Against the above background, this paper introduces an approach named Two-steps Q-network which is based 
on traditional deep reinforcement learning algorithm DQN, to playing Dou Di Zhu. Firstly, we compress the 
huge action space of Dou Di Zhu by means of splitting the whole action space into two parts: the action space 
of main-groups and the one of kicker-cards, according to which the main-group Q-network and the kicker-card 
Q-network are constructed. For example,3334, an action in normal action space introduced in other works, is 
split into 333* in main-group action space and ***4 in kicker-card action space. Main-group and kicker-card 
Q-Networks are responsible for different parts. Secondly, in order to solve the problem of sparse reward, reward 
functions are constructed for both main-group and kicker-card Q-networks. Specifically, we utilize inverse rein-
forcement learning (IRL) [18] to learn three reward functions for the three different roles (i.e. the landlord, the 
down-peasant and the up-peasant) respectively in the main-group Q-network, and reward shaping is adopted in 
kicker-card Q-network. The main contributions of this work include: 1) This work splits the whole action space 
of Dou Di Zhu to compress the action space through defining new action spaces for main-groups and kick-
er-cards respectively. 2) IRL and modified prioritized experience replay are utilized to address the problem of 
sparse reward in Dou Di Zhu.

2   Background

2.1 Dou Di Zhu

Dou Di Zhu (fighting the landlord) is a traditional Chinese poker game. Standard Dou Di Zhu game is composed 
of three players: one landlord and two peasants. The landlord plays against the two peasants. The initial deck 
used in Dou Di Zhu consists of 54 cards including 52 standard cards and 2 jokers. The ranks of the cards de-
crease progressively as follows: R (Red Joker), B (Black Joker), 2, A (Ace), K (King), Q (Queen), J (Jack), 10, 
9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3. Each rank of standard cards has 4 single ones of different suits (i.e., spade, heart, diamond and 
club) which have equivalent values in the same rank.

At the beginning of each round, one of the players shuffles the cards and deals 17 cards to each player. Then, 
players decide whether to bid for being the landlord according to their starting hands. The remaining three left-
over wild cards will be dealt to the landlord after the landlord is decided. The landlord has priority to playing 
cards of any legal combinations at the beginning. The next player should choose to pass (skip playing cards) or 
play cards which have higher rank according to the rules. If the landlord plays out of all his cards first, the land-
lord wins the game, otherwise, peasants win. Several definitions used in this work is listed as follows:

Type: the legal combinations of card(s) which is allowed in Dou Di Zhu, and there are 14 types in Dou Di 
Zhu.

Main-group: The combination of card(s) which can decide the rank. Taking a combination of cards- 3334 as 
an example, 333 is the main-group. In some cases, one main-group is consisted of some single cards which have 
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the same rank. The same rank shared among the single cards in main-group decide the rank of the main-group.
Kicker-card: The combination of card(s) which meets the requirement of the type and is not related to the 

rank. Taking a combination of cards - 3334 as an example, 4 is the kicker-card. As the fact that kicker-card is not 
related to the rank of the combination, 3334 and 3335 have the same rank in Dou Di Zhu.

Down-peasant: The peasant player who plays after the landlord.
Up-peasant: The peasant player who plays after the down-peasant.

2.2 Deep Q-Learning

Q-learning [19] is a traditional value-based RL algorithm, the core of which is as follows:

'( , ) (1 ) ( , ) ( max ( ', ')),aQ s a Q s a r Q s aα α γ← − + + (1)

where α denotes the learning rate, γ is the discount factor and r is the immediate reward from the environment. 
Agents take actions under the guide of Q-values coupled with certain polices. Instead of using tabular storage 
to present and update Q-values, deep Q-learning utilizes a DNN to produce Q-values in order to make Q-values 
also applicable to environment which has complicated and huge state or action space. Deep Q-networks (DQN) 
are an extension of the Q-learning algorithm [20]. DQN adopts a replay memory to store the transition samples 
each of which is a four-tuple <s, a, r, 's >which means when an agent is at state , it takes action a, then it gains 
the reward r from the environment and comes to a new state 's . Q-network is trained by sampling a fixed batch-
es of samples from the replay memory and is optimized through diminishing the square TD-ERROR δ :

'max ( ', '; ') ( , ; ),ar Q s a Q s aδ γ θ θ= + − (2)

where θ ' ,i ip p η= + and 'θ  are the parameters of the evaluate and target networks respectively. 'θ  denotes cop-
ied from θ  periodically, and the loss function of target network is:

2loss δ= (3)

2.3 Inverse Reinforcement Learning

Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) is an effective way to build reward functions. Many sequential deci-
sion-making problems can be tackled by IRL [21]. The core assumption of IRL is that experts (high-level players 
in real world) know the reward functions which can lead to optimal or approximately optimal strategy. IRL is 
useful to improve the performance of RL of which rewards are hard to be abstracted or even are not defined from 
the environment because collecting demonstrations is always easier than designing reward functions which are 
hard to be accurately generalized in games. There are two widely used approaches to constructing reward func-
tions in IRL. The first one is behavioral cloning [22], based on supervised learning, in which agents directly copy 
the experts’ action at the same state. The limitation of behavioral cloning is obvious due to the uncertain environ-
ments. The other approach is apprenticeship learning (AL) [23], which tries to find an optimal or approximately 
optimal policy through experts’ demonstrations.

2.4 Prioritized Experience Replay

Experience replay [24] which follows the independent and identically distributed assumption and breaks the tem-
poral correlations among the transitions has been proven to be successful in DQN. Prioritized experience replay 
(PER) [25] takes the lead in putting forward priorities for transitions. The core idea of PER is to more frequent-
ly replay experiences associated with successful attempts or extremely awful performance [26] through giving 
higher priorities to such experience transitions. TD-ERROR (as listed in Eq. (2)) is adopted to measure the sig-
nificance of samples in PER, and the probability of sampling transition  is defined as:
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( ) ,i

k
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P i

kp

α

α=
∑ (4)

where α  determines the degree of the priority to be utilized, and in case of 0α = , prioritized experience replay 
is turned into the uniform case. ip  means the priority of the transition i, and one of the widely used way to ob-

tain pi is ip iδ ε= + , where ε  is a positive constant to avoid the case that transition i is never sampled when 
iδ  is zero.

3   Two-steps Q-Network

In Fig. 2, we introduce our proposed framework two-steps Q-network, the states and actions encoding is specifi-
cally introduced in Sections 3.1, and 3.2 describes the structure of two-steps Q-network in details.

action a

card encoding

Two-steps Q-Network

Fig. 2. The process of two-steps Q-network

3.1 Card Encoding

The information of a combination of cards is encoded into a 5×15 one-hot matrix, as shown in Fig. 3, in which 
columns correspond to the 15 ranks, and each row corresponds to the number of cards from 0 to 4. In specific, 
the information of the current hand, the union of the other two players’ hands, the recent three actions (pass is 
not included) and the union of all cards which have been played are encoded into 5×15 matrices sequentially and 
concatenated together to form a 6×5×15 matrix in order to represents the information of one state.

Fig. 3. Encoding of cards
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3.2 Structure of Two-steps Q-Network

RLcard [27] adopts a DQN to produce the Q value and then selects an action correspondingly. In order to com-
press the huge action space in RLcard, we split the DQN for one integral action space into two DQNs for main-
group and kicker-card action spaces respectively. In Fig. 4, the process of Two-steps Q-network is as follows: 
given a state, the main-group Q-network works and produces a Q-value, and according to this Q-value, action a1, 
which will decide both the main-group hands to play and whether the kicker-card Q-network will be activated, 
will be selected using epsilon-greedy policy. Then, if the kicker-card Q-network has been activated, its output, 
i.e., an action denoted as “a2”, decides the kicker-cards to play. Finally, the produced main-group hands and kick-
er-cards form the integrated cards to be played. To summarize, the main-group Q-network and the kicker-card 
Q-network make joint effort to help the agent take a complete action under the current state to play. To illustrate 
the process of two-steps Q-network, we take the final action 3334 as an example. In two-steps Q-network, the 
main-group Q-network is responsible of choosing the action of 333* and activates the kicker-card Q-network. 
Then the kicker-card Q-network takes charging of choosing the action of ***4. After main-group Q-network and 
kicker-card Q-network produce actions sequentially, a final action-3334 is generated and played out by two-steps 
Q-network.

a
state s

Qmain-group

Qkicker-card

a1

a2

kicker-card Q-Network

main-group Q-Network

Fig. 4. The structure of two-steps Q-network

Main-group Q-network. The policies for the three roles (i.e., the landlord, the down-peasant and the up-peas-
ant) in Dou Di Zhu are different, which makes their reward functions be different and thus, three different main-
group Q-networks are trained for them respectively. Some training data <s, a, r, s’>are collected from high-level 
players and tournaments and used to gain reward functions through deep apprenticeship learning (DAL) [28]. 
DAL has two main parts: deep apprenticeship Q-network (DAQN) and deep apprenticeship reward network 
(DARN) and they are train sequentially. In DAQN, <s, a> is taken as input and the softmax prediction of the 
possible actions under the state  is the output. The loss function used in DAQN is shown in Eq. (5).

2
ˆ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ,

qQ q w
a

J w q s a q s a = − ∑ (5)

where wq is the learned weights, ( , )
qwq s a denotes the softmax output of the DAQN and ˆ( , )q s a  represents the 

actual action taken by the expert which is abstracted into a one-hot array. In ˆ( , )q s a , the actual action is assigned 
with the value of 1 and 0 the otherwise. DARN is used to abstract the reward function from DAQN. The loss 
function used in DARN is shown in Eq. (6).

2
ˆ( ) ( , ) ( , ) .

rR r wJ w r s a r s a= − (6)
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Where wr is the learned weights, ( , )
rwr s a is the output of the DARN and ˆ( , )r s a is the current value of ( , )s a  

which is calculated from the DAQN.
After DARN is well train, the reward of the action  under the state  is produced, as is shown in Eq. (7).

( , ) ( , ),rr s a w f s a= ⋅  (7)

where wr is learnt from DARN and varies for the three different roles. Consequently, the initial rewards given by 
the environment of Dou Di Zhu are replaced by the rewards produced by the generated reward functions above. 
Then, the consequent samples are updated and collected into replay memory to train main-group Q-network.

It is worth noting that the existing implementations of DAL treat DRQN and DARN as two completely sep-
arate parts. That is to say, the DARN network starts with random weights and biases to learn from the DAQN 
network which will cost a lot of time, thus transfer learning is introduced to solve the problem. We copy the first 
several layers in DAQN which are much more related to the analysis of information of state to construct DARN, 
in order to ensure that DARN’s main attention is on calculating the state-action values. Transfer learning and 
fine-tuning are very useful in reducing the expensive cost of data analysis and in alleviating the overfitting prob-
lem [29].

Kicker-card Q-Network. Reward shaping is used to build the reward function for the kicker-card Q-network. 
Besides, in order to train kicker-card Q-network effectively, we use prioritized experience replay to make better 
utilization of valuable transitions.

The Definition of Reward Function. In real Dou Di Zhu games, human-being players always prefer playing the 
kicker-cards which have slighter influence on their following actions, and thus the reward function of a kick-
er-cards combination is accordingly defined as:

( ) ,a b
rulereward k e− += ⋅ (8)

where a is the count of all the possible legal combinations that could be formed by the kicker-cards and other 
cards, and b is the sum of all the ranks of the kicker-cards. Based on this, it is reasonable to assume that a + b 
correlates with the importance of a kicker-cards combination and thus negatively correlates with the reward of 
the combination as well, as defined in Eq. (8).

Prioritized Experience Replay for Kicker-card Q-Network. The reward function defined for kicker-card 
Q-network is related with the specific cards, thus the reward of pass (that is, no cards) could not be obtained from 
the reward function, and the rewards in kicker-card Q-network will still be parse consequently. Against this, we 
use PER to make a difference among the transitions and give the more valuable transitions higher priorities. In 
this work, an array of commonly actions taken by human-beings is defined, and the transitions (samples) resulted 
from these actions will be assigned with higher priorities based on TD-ERROR. The priority is defined as:

' ,i ip p η= + (9)

where η  is a Boolean variable to represent whether the action that results to transition i is in the array of com-
mon kicker-cards introduced above.
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4   Experiments

Many recent researches have focused on introducing AI technics into poker games. Counterfactual regret min-
imization (CFR) and its variants were used in poker games like Texas Hold’em Poker [30-33]. Libratus com-
putes a blueprint for the overall strategy and fixes potential weaknesses identified by the opponents in the blue-
print strategy [6]. DeepStack adopts a neural network to approximate the tabular CFR and recursive reasoning 
[7]. AlphaHoldem is proposed with an end-to-end self-play reinforcement learning framework [8]. However, 
Methods based on CFR heavily depend on complete traversals of the game trees which are difficult to be obtained 
in Dou Di Zhu due to the huge state and action spaces. Recently, researches on Dou Di Zhu have seen great suc-
cess. RLcard, a simulation platform, implements DQN and NFSP [34] algorithm for Dou Di Zhu. Unfortunately, 
the performance of DQN on RLcard is quite unsatisfactory. Combinational Q-learning (CQL) addressed the chal-
lenging issue of huge action space through employing a two-stage combinational Q-learning to decompose cards. 
However, the time used to decompose the cards is up to the amount of the cards, and the effect of decomposition 
quite relies on human heuristics [14]. DeltaDou makes inferences of the unseen information using Baysesian 
methods, and applies the obtained inference results in Fictitious Play MCTS to form an AlphaZero-like frame-
work [15]. DouZero is a quite satisfactory for Dou Di Zhu, which enhances classic MC methods with DNNs. 
However, it treats the kicker-cards and main-groups equally, which means that DouZero ignores the huge action 
space to a certain extent. Besides, MC methods are based on substantial samples and complete episodes of games 
as well. Our work adopts temporal difference (TD) which is more applicable to the situations with huge state and 
action spaces.

In this section, we firstly introduce the criteria, baseline and settings of our experiments, then we compare and 
analyze the performances of Two-steps Q-network and DQN in RLcard in terms of winning probability and sta-
bility.

4.1 Experimental Criteria and Baseline

Winning rate: the proportion of the winning rounds in the total rounds of game. Then, Performance stability: 
evaluated in term of the variance of the last five winning rates obtained in the last five points in time respectively, 
and it is notable that we still compute the variance when all the available winning rates are less than five. The ex-
periments are carried out on RLcard which is a toolkit for RL research in card games. DQN is used as the bench-
mark of our experiment and for which several rules are given in advance in RLcard: only the final actions leading 
to victory are given the reward of 1, and the rewards of all the other actions are considered to be zero.

4.2 Experimental Settings

Both two-steps Q-network and DQN are set on the landlord side, the down-peasant side and the up-peasant side 
respectively and compete with random agents. All the experiments are carried out on a single server of Intel Core 
i9-9900K CPU 3.60 GHz and 32.0 GB memory. The hyper-parameters shared in two-steps Q-network and DQN, 
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The hyper-parameter settings

Hyper-parameter Value
memory-size 20000

discount-factor 0.99
learning-rate 0.00005

batch-size 32
the size structure of fully-connected-layers 64-64-32-32
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4.3 Results Analysis

In generally, two-steps Q-network surpasses DQN, as shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, from Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 5(c), 
the winning rate of two-steps Q-network varies between 70% and 80% at the side of the landlord which is almost 
30% higher than the counterpart in DQN. The winning rate of two-steps Q-network keeps around 80% at the 
both sides of the down-peasant and the up-peasant. What’s more, in order to evaluate the designed reward func-
tions in two-steps Q-network, we test the performances of variants of two-steps Q-network through removing 
the reward functions one by one. Figure 5(d) shows the comparison between the performance of DQN and the 
variant of two-steps Q-network without the reward functions for both main-group Q-network and kicker-card Q- 
network, and it can be seen that the performance of the variant of two-steps Q-network is inferior to DQN at the 
initial stage of training and gets roughly the same after a period of training. Figure 5(e) demonstrates the com-
parison results between two-steps Q-network and its two variants without the reward function in the main-group 
Q-network and that in kicker-card Q-network respectively. From the experimental results show that the two-step 
Q-network outperforms both of the two variants, which can prove the efficiency of the reward functions in both 
main-group Q-network and kicker-card Q-network.

Two-steps Q-network outperforms DQN in stability in terms of the variance of winning rate as well, as shown 
in Fig. 6. In specific, from Fig. 6(a) to Fig. 6(c), the variances of the winning rates of two-steps Q-network for 
all the three roles (i.e., the landlord, the down-peasant, and the up-peasant) decrease after a huge increase while 
those of DQN keep comparatively unstable and higher. The great variance in DQN indicate that DQN is not 
trained well and cannot steadily take wise actions even after being trained for a long period. The possible reasons 
of the undesirable performance of DQN include the sparse rewards and the large action space. In Dou Di Zhu, 
there is only one non-zero reward (if any) that appears at the end of each round of game, and this makes the train-
ing of DQN be slow and unstable. What’s more, the huge action space of Dou Di Zhu makes the training of DQN 
unsatisfactory. In comparison, Two-steps Q-network solves these two challenges to some degree by constructing 
proper reward functions and compressing the huge action space respectively.

  

                                 (a) Winning rate of the landlord                                (b) Winning rate of the down-peasant

  

                                (c) Winning rate of the up-peasant                         (d) Two-steps Q-network without defined 
                                                                                                                      reward function VS DQN
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(e) Two-steps Q-network VS no reward functions

Fig. 5. Winning rate of different situations

  

                                 (a) Variance of the landlord                                             (b) Variance of the down-peasant

(c) Variance of the up-peasant

Fig. 6. Variance of different situations
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5   Conclusion

This work tries to overcome the problems of introducing DRL methods into Dou Di Zhu. First of all, this work 
decomposes initial Q-network which has a huge action space into kicker-cards Q-network and main-group 
Q-network, motivated from the fact that there are 20,000 legal combinations in action space and the huge action 
space will do harm to the performance of DRL methods. Second, in order to solve the problem of sparse and de-
layed rewards, this work utilizes different approaches in light of the main-group Q-network and the kicker-card 
Q-network. For the main-group Q-network, instead of building one general reward function for all agents in dif-
ferent sides, we first classify the demonstrations by roles and then gain three different reward functions with re-
spect to the roles through DAL. In our work, reward shaping, and prioritized experience replay are used to solve 
the problem of the sparse reward in kicker-card Q-network.

For future work, we will conduct further researches from the following aspects. First, Dou Di Zhu is a typical 
research platform for multi-agent RL which includes cooperation and competition, we will introduce cooperation 
into the two peasants. Second, we are prepared to take advantage of other neural network architectures in Dou Di 
Zhu, such as convolutional neural networks, long short-term memory, and ResNet. Third, since rewards are of vi-
tal significance for DRL, we plan to explore other approaches to solve the problem of sparse reward and improve 
the winning rate.
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